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Abstract:  
 
The European Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) requires European states to maintain 
their marine waters in „Good Environmental Status‟. The MSFD includes 11 descriptors of “Good 
Environmental Status” (GES), including “Sea-floor Integrity”. This descriptor is defined as: “Sea-floor 
integrity is at a level that ensures that the structure and functions of the ecosystems are safeguarded 
and benthic ecosystems, in particular, are not adversely affected.” 
 
This contribution briefly summarizes the main conclusions of an international expert group established 
to review the scientific basis for making this concept operational. The experts concluded that 
consideration of 8 attributes of the seabed system would provide adequate information to meet 
requirements of the MSFD: (i) substratum, (ii) bioengineers, (iii) oxygen concentration, (iv) 
contaminants and hazardous substances, (v) species composition, (vi) size distribution, (vii) 
trophodynamics and (viii) energy flow and life history traits. The experts further concluded that “Good 
Environmental Status” cannot be defined exclusively as “pristine Environmental Status”, but rather 
status when impacts of all uses were sustainable. Uses are sustainable if two conditions are met: 
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• the pressures associated with those uses do not hinder the ecosystem components to retain their 
natural diversity, productivity and dynamic ecological processes 
 
• recovery from perturbations such that the attributes lie within their range of historical natural variation 
must be rapid and secure. 
 
No single specific suite of indicators is proposed, both because no single set of indicators will meet the 
needs of all EU countries in all regional seas, and because according to the MSFD indicator selection 
is the prerogative of individual states. However, the need for conceptual consistency in assessing GES 
throughout European seas should be served if the selection of indicators and the integration of their 
information content in assessing GES follow the guidance in the report of the TG on Seafloor Integrity. 
This guidance is presented here in summary form. 
 
Informed by this report European Commission selected as indicators for the Sea-floor Integrity: (i) 
type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate; (ii) extent of the seabed 
significantly affected by human activities for the different substrate types; (iii) presence of particularly 
sensitive and/or tolerant species; (iv) multi-metric indices assessing benthic community condition and 
functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species; 
(v) proportion of biomass or number of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified 
length/size; and (vi) parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size 
spectrum of the benthic community. 
  
 
Keywords: Sea-floor Integrity ; Benthic indicators ; Marine Strategy Framework Directive ; Good 
Environmental Status 
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1. Introduction 
 
The European Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD – EU 2008) acknowledges 
that the status of benthic biodiversity is an important element of the evaluation process 
towards a healthy ocean.  Annex 3 of the MSFD includes 11 descriptors of “Good 
Environmental Status” (GES), one of which is “Seafloor Integrity”.  This descriptor is 
defined in the Annex as “Sea-floor integrity is at a level that ensures that the structure 
and functions of the ecosystems are safeguarded and benthic ecosystems, in particular, 
are not adversely affected”. This policy recognition of benthic ecosystem quality poses 
several challenges for implementation.    
 
The implementation challenges were not unique to the descriptor on Benthic Integrity. 
The EC asked the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) and the 
Joint Research Centre of the European Commission (JRC) to oversee expert Task 
Groups (TG) for ten of these descriptors.  These TGs were tasked to review scientific 
information on each descriptor, and provide expert guidance on: 

• A scientific consensus on the interpretation of the terms in the descriptor; 
• What constitutes GES according to the descriptor, including what are “axes of 

degradation”; 
• How to deal with issues of ecological scale; 
• What are the ecological attributes of Seafloor Integrity; 
• What indicators or classes of indicators for assessing status on the attributes: 

o How would reference levels be set on the indicators, 
o What pressures are linked to the indicators, 

• How would information on the indicators be rolled up to an overall evaluation of 
GES for Seafloor Integrity; 

• Research and monitoring needs; 
 
This paper briefly summarizes the main conclusions of the Seafloor Integrity TG, 
focusing on the conclusions regarding a) selection of Indicators for the six identified 
attributes of “seafloor integrity”, b) properties of reference points (management 
benchmarks) on the indicators, and c) how information from the individual indicators 
should be combined in the assessment of GES.  The full report is available as 
(European Union and ICES 2010).   
 
 
2. Material and methods 
 
2.1 Process for Producing the TG Report 
 

From nominees proposed by European member States, twelve experts were chosen, 
although two were unable to complete their terms on the TG.  In addition both OSPAR 
and HELCOM appointed observers, who ensured the dialogue among TG members was 
accurately informed about current practices, capacities, etc of the Regional Seas 
Organisations which, along with their member States, would be engaged in delivering 
the programs under the MSFD.  All experts and observers were engaged in all aspects 
of the work of TG, and the report was a consensus report of all participants.  Work of 
subgroups on each attribute of seafloor integrity was coordinated by several conference 
calls and two meetings, with extensive sharing of drafts of text as the report sections 
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developed.  A Management Committee (MC) comprising all TG chairs and coordinators 
from ICES and JRC provided liaison between the TG and consultation meetings with EU 
States and stakeholders.  The MC also coordinated the final round of seeking quality 
assurance and external feedback on each TG report, and prepared a integrative 
overview of the full set of reports (European Community and ICES 2010b).   
 
2.2 Extraction of Content of this Report.  
 
From the full TG report, only the final conclusions for the sections on interpretation of the 
descriptor, description of GES, and which attributes comprise “seafloor integrity” will be 
extracted.  These are necessary as context for the information on selection and use of 
indicators.  The MSFD explicitly allows individual States substantial leeway in adapting 
the advised GES assessment frameworks to national or regional conditions.  Hence no 
single list of recommended indicators could be provided by the TG.  Rather, the TG 
developed rationales as well as conclusions regarding types of indicators appropriate for 
each attribute. These conclusions and the rationales that underpin them are reported in 
more depth, as well as the TG guidance for assessing GES based on the results on the 
suites of indicators.  In all cases the rationales and conclusions reported here adhere 
closely to the contents of the TG report, where the full documentation and citations to the 
scientific literature behind each conclusion can be found.    
 
3. Results 

 
3.1 Major Conclusions on Context for Selection of Indicators for Seafloor Integrity.   
 
3.1.1 Scientific Interpretation of the Definitions of the Descriptor and GES 
 
According to the MSFD, “Seafloor” includes the physical and chemical parameters of the 
seabed and the biotic composition of the benthic community.  “Integrity” covers spatial 
connectedness so that the habitats are not artificially fragmented, and having the natural 
ecosystem processes functioning in characteristic ways.  Areas of high integrity on both 
of these properties are resilient, so human uses may cause some perturbation without 
lasting or spreading harm to the ecosystems.  “Structure and functions of ecosystems” is 
used in its conventional sense in ecological studies. “Not adversely affected” is 
interpreted as meaning that impacts may be occurring, but all impacts are sustainable 
such that natural levels of diversity, productivity, and ecosystem processes are not 
degraded.   Although there is no single scientific consensus statement on what 
constitutes “good environmental status” (GES) for sea floor integrity,  there also were 
thought to be  no points of significant disagreement among experts regarding the 
definitions of the key terms in the descriptor, or on what constitutes gradients of 
degradation in environmental status.  Rather, scientific challenges to implementation of 
the descriptor would come from uncertainties about benthic processes in the oceans, 
and from difficulties of sampling and monitoring on scales at which the Descriptor is to 
be applied.   

 
The definition of the descriptor “Seafloor Integrity” makes clear that human uses of the 
ocean, and sea floor, are consistent with the goals of  the MSFD, as long as those uses 
are sustainable and contribute to the economic and social prosperity of the EU. 
Consequently “good Environmental Status” cannot be defined exclusively as “pristine 
Environmental Status”. The challenge for assessing GES is determining how large 
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impacts of use can be and still be considered “sustainable”.  The TG concluded that 
uses can be considered sustainable if two conditions are met: 

• the pressures associated with those uses do not hinder the ecosystem 
components to retain their natural diversity, productivity and dynamic ecological 
processes  

• recovery from perturbations such that the attributes lie within their range of 
historical natural variation must be rapid and secure.”   

For some seafloor habitats and communities, recovery from perturbation would require 
multiple decades or more, and in such cases management should strive to prevent 
perturbations.   
 
 
3.1.2  Conclusions Regarding Practical Aspects of Measurement of GES 

 
Experts in appropriate scientific disciplines should proceed through three steps using the 
best available information:   
(i) identify the ecological structures and functions of particular importance to a given 
ecosystem, using emerging methods for integrated ecosystem assessments. 
(ii) review the human activities likely to occur in the area of concern and, based on the 
past and present levels of pressures associated with these activities, identify the ones 
most likely to post a threat of degrading environmental status.  
(iii) for the ecosystem components (i) and pressures (ii) identified as being of greatest 
importance for a particular area, identify candidate indicators using established criteria 
for selecting indicators.   
 
When assessing environmental status of the sea floor, it is particularly challenging to 
select the proper spatial and temporal scales.  Many human activities cause pressures 
on seafloor habitats and communities.  The activities may operate at different but always 
patchy spatial scales, both in coastal and marine areas. Consequently assessments of 
environmental status are almost always going to be done for areas that are a mosaic of 
different degrees and types of perturbations caused by human activities.   Although the 
patchiness of the human activities and associated pressures means that the scales of 
initial impacts are usually also local, effects can be transported more widely by either 
physical transport or food-web linkages. Not only are the activities and their impacts 
patchy, but monitoring of the seafloor is also patchy. The few monitoring programs with 
relatively wide coverage generally have sampling densities that are spotty relative to the 
scale of features being monitored; particularly for biotic features, which are patchy on 
scales finer than realistic benthic monitoring programmes. These realities about 
patchiness of activities, impacts and sample sites have several inescapable 
consequences for assessments of environmental status of sea floor integrity.  They 
mean that only rarely can monitoring be on scales that allow interpolation into reliable 
quantitative maps on regional scales   Consequently the TG proposed a risk-based 
approach for evaluating GES at regional scales, It was considered feasible to map the 
spatial distribution of most human activities in the sea, and to tabulate both the major 
pressures caused by various human activities and the vulnerability of various properties 
of the sea floor to the various pressures.  Together these steps make it realistic that 
spatial qualitative “risk analysis” can be conducted at regional and sub-regional scales, 
taking into account, inter alia: 

i. the intensity or severity of the impact at the specific site being affected; 
ii. the spatial extent of the impact relative to the availability of the habitat type 
affected; 
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iii. the sensitivity/vulnerability vs the resilience of the area to the impact; 
iv. the ability of the area to recover from harm, and the rate of such recovery; 
v. the extent to which ecosystem functions may be altered by the impact; and 
vi. where relevant, the timing and duration of the impact relative to the times 
when the area serves particular functions in the ecosystem.  

The information on how risk is distributed in space provides a basis for assessing 
environmental status starting either with specific human activities of particular concern, 
or with specific attributes of the sea floor.  From either starting point monitoring should 
be stratified along the known gradients of occurrence of the main pressures, and 
assessments would start with the areas of highest risk.  If impacts of the highest risk 
areas do not violate the threshold for GES then it can be assumed that the activities are 
overall sustainable.  If the impacts in the highest risk areas do exceed the threshold for 
GES, then assessments would be conducted for other risk strata, to determine how far 
along gradient impacts are considered not sustainable.  Such an approach allows 
general statements to be made about environmental status at large scales while keeping 
monitoring requirements feasible.  .   
 
3.1.3 Setting the Standards for GES on the Selected Indicators 
 
There are a few components of the sea floor which are functionally significant, easily 
damaged by impacts, and very slow to recovery; primarily biogenic habitats such as 
coral reefs.  For these components, only very small levels of impact would be 
sustainable, and the goal of management should always to prevent impacts on those 
components.  Similarly, for contaminants and hazardous substances it is a reasonable 
management standard to expect no releases into the seafloor.  For both such features, 
the standard for GES can be pristine conditions.  
 
For all other ecosystem features, some amount of impact is sustainable.  Identifying the 
level of impact consistent with the standards for sustainability must consider both 
scientific rigour and availability of information.  There are well developed methodologies 
for identifying reference points for sustainable use of populations exploited by fisheries,  
These methodologies can be applied to any population or ecosystem indicators where 
data are available on the ability of the ecosystem property to recover or continue to 
serve some important ecosystem function as a function of how much of the property is 
present. When information is not available on how productivity or functional value varies 
with the amount of an ecosystem property, less demanding methods must be used to 
identify the reference level for GES, often a percent of the spatio-temporal variation 
recorded for the indicator or in the most data poor situations an arbitrary percentage of 
the mean value of the indicator, over whatever space and time period is available.   
 
 
3.2  The Attributes Of Sea-Floor Integrity, and their Classes of Indicators 
 
3.2.1 Substratum  
 
3.2.1.1  Features, Pressures, and Impacts 
 
Four substratum types were defined based upon their physical properties: soft 
substratum, e.g. fine sandy and muddy sediments (particle size < 2 mm), gravel 
substratum, e.g. cobble and pebbles (particle size from 2 to 256 mm), hard substratum: 
igneous or sedimentary (e.g. bedrocks, rocks boulders, lava etc., particle size > 256 
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mm), and biogenic substratum/habitats (e.g. mussel beds, bioherms, maerl beds, cold 
water corals, sponge beds). In addition, topography was considered as an important 
feature common to all substratum types. 
 
Of these, soft substratum types may be the most important, in terms functions and 
services provided to the ecosystem. Areas with soft substratum can be highly 
productive, sustaining a rich biotic assemblage, and habitat forming organisms can 
modify sediment properties to increase structural habitat complexity. Small epifaunal 
sessile organisms are increasingly dominant on gravel substratum types, which often 
have higher species richness that other substratum types under similar oceanographic 
conditions. The physical structure and complexity (e.g. architecture, rugosity, algal 
canopy) of hard substratum can be extremely variable, influencing the structure aand 
richness of the associated fauna.  Biogenic substrata provide three-dimensional habitats 
for a large variety of species.  In all marine areas topography is an influence on the 
distribution of substratum properties and the structure of associated fauna. 
 
There is no single axis that defines a continuum from “good” status to a degraded status 
for the substratum.  Rather, from whatever state is characteristic of a site, changes in 
any direction may be considered as degradation. The degree to which a particular 
substratum change can be defined as degradation depends on the extent to which 
ecosystem functions associated with the substratum are degraded.  That question, in 
turn, can usually be better addressed with indicators of the functions being fulfilled rather 
than with indicators of the substratum itself, as discussed in the other subsections of 3.2.  
 
Human Activities impacting marine substrata often differ between inshore and offshore.  
In inshore environments, eutrophication, dumping and extraction of sediments, port 
dredging, hydrocarbon exploration, land reclamation, pollution events and fishing are 
important whereas in offshore environments, fishing is the principal human activity 
affecting marine substrata with other extractive activities primarily acting on local scales.  
The scale of offshore environments means that considerably larger impacts are usually 
required to cause changes in the substratum properties large enough to have broad 
ecosystem consequences. 
 
3.2.1.2  Indicators 
 

The axis of degradation will be generally better represented by indicators of biotic 
attributes of the seafloor integrity, particularly the impact and state indicators in sections 
3.2.2-3.2.7.  Depending on the region and habitat, useful state indicators can be the 
proportion of an area where benthic invertebrate biomass and/or production (P) are 
above a given percentage of a reference benthic biomass or production (Hiddink et al., 
2006 a), based on direct measurement or habitat suitability modelling (Guinan et al. 
2009, Roberts et al. 2005, Degraer et al. 2008, Buhl-Mortensen et al. 2009, Rattray et al. 
2009, Simons and Snellen 2009). Use of multibeam echosounder (MBES) backscatter 
imagery (Brown and Blondel 2009) supported by ground-truthing data (Le bas and 
Huvenne 2009, Kenny et al. 2003, Buhl-Mortensen et al. 2009) may provide a promising 
way forward for producing such spatial statge indicators.  
 
Pressures exerted by human activities and appropriateness of management 
interventions may be assessed directly from pressure and response indicators.  For 
fishing activities, several pressure indicators (or data to compute them) such as fleet 
capacity, fishing effort and fishing mortality of fish stocks (Piet at al. 2007) are already 
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available.  These can be used to monitor the overall pressure generated from bottom-
contacting fishing gears at regional scale and can be sensitive to management.  These 
indicators may be maps or spatial indicators (e.g. proportion of area swept by towed 
gears, average frequency of trawling) aggregated at scales that are appropriate for 
management (Hiddink et al. 2006 a, b), taking advantage of increasing use of VMS 
(Vessel Monitoring System) in fleet management.   Special attention should be given to 
the effect of scale on these pressure indicators (e.g. Piet and Quirijns 2009) and 
consider the possibility of “technological creep (e.g. Eigaard 2009).  Similar to fishing 
activities, pressures from other human activities at sea including (i) the amount of marine 
sediments extracted, (ii) the size of the surface area licensed for extraction of sand, 
gravel and other material, (iii) the amount of material dredged in ports and estuaries and 
(iv) the amount of material dumped at sea may be estimated spatially based upon 
national administrations/agencies, industry sectors and stakeholders. Finally, pressure 
indicators for land-based activities should also be considered, where land-based 
activities impact estuarine,  coastal and occasionally shelf areas (e.g. Lorance et al. 
2009,  Courrat et al. 2009. Such pressure indicators present the advantages of being 
easy to understand and communicate, and can be quick to respond to changes in 
management action (Hiddink et al. 2006b).. Response indicators relevant to the seafloor 
include fisheries management responses (e.g. limits on fleet capacity and fishing effort; 
technical and spatial measures to reduce the impact for towed gears on the seabed,  
 
Most impact indicators of human activities on the seafloor descriptors are expected to 
reflect biological attributes of the seafloor.  Overall functional and composition indicators 
of benthic communities are suitable to reflect the impact of trawling (e.g. de Juan et al. 
2009, Bhagirathan et al. 2010 ), but imaging techniques also are suitable to assess 
impacts on the seabed when coverage is suitable (Smith et al. 2003). In the case of 
European waters, such tools would most likely prove more cost-effective when used for 
ground-truthing pressure indicators. Suitable impact indicators for extraction of marine 
aggregates are density/extant and depth of dredge tracks and scours detected by 
imaging techniques and sediment composition with respect to pre-dredge conditions or 
local reference sites (Boyd et al. 2005). 
 
3.2.2 Bio-engineers 
 
3.2.2.1  Features, Pressures, and Impacts 
 

Bio-engineers are organisms that change the structure of the seafloor environment in 
ways not done by geophysical processes alone, either by reworking the substratum 
(bioturbation) e.g. by feeding, building burrows, locomotion and ventilation, or by 
providing structure by themselves that are used by other species. These changes affect 
ecosystem functions such as creating or by themselves providing shelter from predation 
or habitats for other organisms, protection from erosion, displacement and mixing of 
sediments, transport of interstitial porewater, remineralization of organic matter,  and 
increased oxidation-reduction reactions in sediments. 
 
GES of bioengineers are judged in relation to the function of the feature being assessed.  
An axis of degradation is the degree to which the functions served by the engineers are 
lost as the bioengineers are killed or the structures they create are damaged. The nature 
of the damage may vary considerably from permanent ecological damage to recovery 
within days. Gradients of degradation will thus vary depending on the frequency and 
severity of the specific disturbance, and processes affecting rate of recover.  Bio-
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engineers are sensitive to direct physical disturbance causing removal or redistribution 
of substratum, and changes in mortality from pressures such as eutrophication and 
pollution.   These can include pressures that change energy levels to which the seafloor 
is exposed, that discharge or re-distribute particulate matter, or that alter trophodynamic 
relationships.  
 
3.2.2.2 Indicators 
 
Important indicators for this attribute are metrics of abundance of organisms and extent 
of habitats. Guidance on how such indicators should be developed is presented in 
Section 3.2.4.. It is only necessary to ensure that any bio-engineers important to a given 
area are identified during the evaluation process. Then the species-composition 
guidance on calculating indicators can be applied. In some cases it would also be 
possible to measure the function being served. However, this is more likely to be 
possible for functions like nutrient regeneration through reworking sediments (where 
nutrient levels can be measured directly) than for functions like provision of shelter for 
juvenile fish (where “use of shelter” can only be measured indirectly. Pressure indicator 
would be areas exposed or not exposed to activities which damage or destroy the 
bioengineers, such as the areas not fished. 
 
3.2.3  Oxygen Concentration 
 
3.2.3.1  Features, Pressures, and Impacts 
 

Oxygen means the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the bottom water and/or in the 
upper sediment layer of the seafloor. Episodic oxygen depletions are a signal that a 
marine system has reached a critical point of eutrophication, which, in combination with 
physical processes that stratify the water column, may tip the system into hypoxia.  
Decreasing oxygen concentration leads first to physiological and behavioural effects in 
benthic fauna and may culminate in mass mortality of macroscopic species when 
hypoxia approximates anoxic conditions. Oxygen depletion also has a clear impact on 
biogeochemical cycles, with hypoxia causing the release of phosphorus and ammonium 
from sediments.  Decreases in oxygen concentration and increases hydrogen sulphide 
define the axis of degradation of oxygen concentration. When the demand for oxygen 
has exceeded its supply oxygen deficiencies may ensue, and bacteria may start to use 
anaerobic processes, producing toxic hydrogen sulphide. This process is accelerated by 
nutrient enrichment and therefore oxygen concentrations are widely used as indicator for 
eutrophication.   
 
3.2.3.2  Indicators 
 
Oxygen/Sulphide concentrations are indicators that can be measured directly and/or 
together with a visual image of the gradients by a profile imagery camera (Nilsson & 
Rosenberg 1997).  Assessments of the spatial distribution of oxygen/hydrogen sulphide 
concentrations in the bottom water should be conducted in critical regions and in critical 
seasons, e. g. during late summer and autumn, and should be conducted on a scale 
which enables the detection and description of the local oxygen depletion phenomena. 
Even short term and very local events can be early warning signals that a region has 
reached critical levels of nutrient loads. Indicators may be both temporal (duration of 
events or numbers of years with or without summer hypoxia) and spatial (extend of the 
depletion zones for a region or habitat type.)  Additionally in those zones, indicators of 
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the states of benthic communities, particularly the status of species and communities 
sensitive to oxygen levels inform about the duration and intensity of hypoxia (Middelburg 
& Levin 2009, and COMBINE 
http://www.helcom.fi/groups/monas/CombineManual/en_GB/main/ ). 
 
 
3.2.4 Contaminants and Hazardous Substances 
 
A dedicated TG dealt comprehensively with Contaminants and Hazardous Substances 
as another of the descriptors of GES (ref).  TG 6 did not attempt to independently 
address them solely for seafloor species and habitats. Rather, it noted that there is a 
tight link between chemical and ecological status of seafloor ecosystems. Sediments 
where benthic communities live are the repositories for many of the more toxic 
chemicals that are introduced into water bodies. Contaminated sediments represent a 
hazard to aquatic life through direct toxicity as well as through bioaccumulation in the 
food web. Consequently indicators for the Contaminants and Hazardous Substances 
Descriptor should ensure coverage of both the bottom substrata and sediments and the 
macrobenthos on the seafloor.  
 
 
3.2.5 Species  Composition  (Diversity, Distinctness, Complementarity/(dis)similarity, 
Species-area relationships) 
 
3.2.5.1 Features, Pressures, and Impacts  
 
Species composition refers to the abundance, phylogenetic/taxonomic relationships, and 
spatial pattern of occurrence (mosaics) on many scales of the species pool that 
comprise a community. Species Composition includes: (a) the identity of the community 
units; (b) their historical relationships; (c) their ecological responses; (e) their relative and 
absolute patterns of abundances in space and time, and (d) the interactions among 
them. The attribute is also indicative of the functioning of the species in the community 
since their morphological and anatomical characters constrain the role they may play in 
the community. 
 
Species Composition fluctuates over time and space due to environmental and 
anthropogenic stresses. Communities with GES are those with a few abundant species 
and many rare ones, and the roles that individual species play in the ecosystem are 
often complementary rather than competitive. Such communities have high resilience 
potential to moderate pressures, simply because biodiversity buffers ecosystem 
processes and through them the ecosystem services that can be used sustainably.  The 
axis of degradation is from a state in which all potential niches are saturated with 
species or genotypes up to an azoic zone; a generalized view of a pattern originally 
proposed for organic enrichment gradients. A “good” species composition for a benthic 
unit comprises a number of species which, as a whole, take advantage of all the three 
dimensions of the seabed, penetrating deeply in the sediments. Only few of the species 
may be dominant while the majority of them are uncommon.  Any pressure that can 
change abundance of species or increase mortality can affect Species Composition: 
organic and toxic pollutants, eutrophication, hypoxia, mechanical removal through 
operations of sand removal, waste disposal, fishing gears contacting the sea bottom, 
maritime operations, and building of new infrastructure on the sea bottom; etc. These 
may act alone or in combination, sometimes with synergistic effects. 
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3.2.5.2  Indicators  
 
There exists a variety of methods for measuring β diversity (Magurran 2004).  These can 
be classified into three broad categories (a) Measures which examine species turnover - 
the difference between two or more areas of α (alpha) relative to γ (gamma) diversity 
such as Whittaker’s βw measure and Wilson and Shmida’s index βT (Gray 2000). (b) 
Measure based not only on the species numbers but also on their 
phylogenetics/taxonomic classification in higher levels: Average Taxonomic Distinctness 
(Δ+) and Variation in Taxonomic Distinctness (Λ+) which are measure of species 
relatedness of different sites in relation to the species pool of the broader 
(bio)geographic area (Warwick and Clarke, 2001); (c) Measures of complementarity and 
similarity (dissimilarity) of species identity (e.g. Jaccard) and relative abundances (Bray-
Curtis), and  may incorporate the phylogenetic/taxonomic relations of the species (Izsak 
and Price, 2001).  Other indicators explore the species-area relationship and measure 
the turnover related to species accumulation with area (Harte et al., 1999; Lennon et al., 
2001; Ricotta et al., 2002).  Most of the above measures assume homogeneity in the 
sampling gear and sampling design and for most of them there is no a priori “correct” 
reference value which may differentiate the “good” or other levels of the environmental 
status, and for many indicators randomization processes must be used. These may be 
challenging for indicators of Taxonomic Distinctness, because the full pool of possible 
species that could have been represented in the sample must be specified.  
 
 
3.2.6 Size composition of the biotic community 
 
3.2.6.1  Features, Pressures, and Impacts  
 
This attribute reflects either the numbers or biomass of individuals of different sizes in 
the community.  Ecologically the size composition of a community integrates a great deal 
of information of about the processes underlying community dynamics, including the 
productivity, mortality rate, and life history strategies of the benthic species in the area, 
viewed in aggregate.  Information about productivity is reflected in that the growth 
achieved by individuals in a community varies with changing productivity of a system. 
Size composition also reflects information about mortality rates in that in order to grow 
large, individuals have to live long enough to achieve their full growth potential.  
Information about life history strategies is reflected in a number of life history traits that 
vary with growth rate and maximum potential size. Community size composition reflects 
both the trade-offs made in coexistence of marine communities and the contributions of 
anthropogenic activities to productivity and mortality. 
 
For a benthic community, an axis of degradation would be a pattern of increasing 
proportion of the community comprised of small individuals, and correspondingly less of 
the community comprised of large individuals. A “good” size composition for a benthic 
community is one where individuals of species capable of growing to “large” sizes are 
represented, and for all species a range of sizes is observed, including some individuals 
that have reached nearly their full growth potential. It is both a strength and a weakness 
of size composition that it integrates many types of human pressures.  All pressures that 
decrease (increase) productivity (e.g. nutrient enrichment, light attenuation, thermal 
regimes) or increase (decrease) mortality rate (e.g. direct harvesting; impacts of fishing 
gears, pollutants and contaminants; winter die-offs, summer lethal temperatures, 
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increases in predator abundance, decrease in prey abundance) mean fewer (more) 
individuals survive to the larger sizes classes attainable by the species.  Hence size 
composition is a good reflection of aggregate impacts on productivity and mortality, but it 
can be difficult to sort out effects if individual pressures.   
 
3.2.6.2  Indicators  
 
Two major classes of indicators have been explored for size composition of marine biotic 
communities; proportion of numbers (or biomass) above some specified length and 
parameters (slope and intercept) of the “size spectrum” of the aggregate size 
composition data.  The proportion of the community larger than some specified value is 
considered to be readily communicated, with the intuitive interpretation of “percent big” 
coinciding with the technical information the indicator class is supposed to reflect.  
Indicators in this class are easily calculated if sampling gear and methodology are kept 
consistent (Proudfoot et al. 1997, ICES 2009b) or by well calibrated remote monitoring 
by visual means (OSPAR nd, ICES 2009b). Selection of the critical size for this class of 
indicator also must be large enough to reduce noise due to recruitment variation (ICES 
2008, 2009a, Greenstreet et al. in press).  
 
The biomass size spectrum refers to the observation that over a wide range of sizes, the 
ln(numbers) of individuals per size group decreases approximately linearly with 
increasing size.  The community “size spectrum” which has been applied to benthic 
communities (Schwinghamer 1988, Duplisea 1998, Duplisea et al 2002, Dinmore and 
Jennings 2004, Blanchard et al 2009, Maxwell and Jennings 2006) as well as fish and 
pelagic invertebrate communities (Sheldon et al 1972, Pope et al. 1987, Bianchi et al. 
2001, Shin et al. 2005).  The intercept of the size spectrum is considered to reflect the 
productivity of the ecosystem, with more productive systems having higher intercepts 
(i.e. supporting larger numbers of individuals).  The slope of the size spectrum reflects 
primarily community-level mortality rate and the size ratio preferences of predators 
relative to their prey, although differences in growth rates among communities can affect 
the slope slightly (Jennings et al. 2002, Jennings and Blanchard 2004, Hiddink et al. 
2008, Blanchard et al. 2009).  There is no a priori “right” slope or intercept for a benthic 
size spectrum or “percent large.  Rather, trends over time or space in either or both 
slope and intercept provide information on whether mortality or productivity, respectively, 
are changing.   
 
3.2.7. Trophodynamics and Energy Flow 
 
3.2.7.1  Features, Pressures and Impacts  
Trophodynamics is a complex attribute with many subcomponents: Primary and 
Secondary Production, Carrying Capacity, Energy Flows, and Food Web relationships.  
Food Web properties are a separate Descriptor in the MSFD, and a separate TG dealt 
thoroughly with primary production, energy, flow and food webs (ref).  The TG on 
Seafloor Integrity stressed that the benthic component should be included fully in 
implementing the guidance of the Food Web TG, and considered only Secondary 
Production and Carrying Capacity.  Secondary production is the production of biomass 
by heterotrophic organisms and is measured as the increase in biomass by trophic level 
over time. Benthic carrying capacity is the capacity of the ecosystem to support biomass 
of the organisms on the seabed, reflecting the food input and available space.  The 
amount of secondary production in an ecosystem determines how much food is 
available for higher trophic levels.  Therefore, quantification of secondary production is 
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important for understanding the energy flow in food webs and carrying capacity of 
ecosystems. The carrying capacity of the seafloor determines how many organisms can 
live in this habitat and consequently the rate of ecosystem functions that can be 
performed and thus functioning of the ecosystem as a whole.    
 
An axis of degradation is a gradient of declining secondary production relative to the 
level of secondary production previously observed for the site, or comparable sites 
(considering natural levels of nutrients, depth, substratum, etc). Carrying capacity is 
likely to be affected by the amount of energy that reaches the seafloor and the amount of 
space available to seafloor organisms.  Human activities may directly reduce the number 
of organisms that live on the seafloor or alter pathways of energy from water column to 
seafloor.  The reduction in secondary production due to exploitation or other sources of 
increased mortality will usually be less severe than the reduction in biomass. The most 
productive species tend to be least affected by exploitation, secondary production may 
be maintained, and occasionally even increased, by exploitation or other forms of 
increased community mortality even though the species composition and distribution of 
life history traits may be changing.  Any activities that alter the seafloor physical or 
chemical structure, or the composition of the biotic communities may alter carrying 
capacity, but all effects are case specific, even for different taxa within an area. 
 
3.2.7.2  Indicators  
 
Carrying capacity is impossible to measure directly as it represents the potential 
biomass in the absence of other limiting factors rather than the actually realized 
biomass. As such, carrying capacity is an interesting ecological concept but has little 
practical operational value, and no practical and meaningful indicators were proposed.  
Likewise secondary productivity is very difficult to measure on all but local scales, and 
requires significant investment of research and monitoring effort to even produce local 
indicators of secondary productivity.  Although the TG concluded there were no practical 
direct indicators of secondary productivity or carrying capacity, at least on scales needed 
for measuring status relative to GES, there are many indirect indicators.  However, the 
most promising ones are already covered in the guidance provided in the other 
subsections of 3.2.   
The food web relationships and nutrients associated with the benthos are also important 
to Seafloor Integrity.  However the guidance on indicators provided by the TG  on the 
Descriptor Food Webs is considered appropriate for including those factors in evaluation 
GES if care is taken to include appropriate benthic components and benthic-pelagic 
coupling and if the benthic components of the trophodynamic relationships are taken into 
account when interpreting the information in food web indicators relative to GES and 
pressures on marine systems. 
 
 
3.2.8  Life History Traits 
 
3.2.8.1  Features, Pressures and Impacts  
 

Life History Traits (LHT) are the categorisation of characteristics of the life cycle that 
species exhibit, i.e. growth rates, age or size or maturation, fecundity and the 
seasonality of life history features such as reproduction. Various combinations of these 
traits lead to species differing in their natural productivity, natural mortality, colonization 
rates. When assessing the ecological functioning of assemblages, it is the wider concept 
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of the Biological Traits Analysis (BTA) that is important. As different species possess 
different combinations of traits, so changes in the species composition of an assemblage 
of species on the seabed may result in altered delivery of key ecological functions.  The 
distribution of Biological Traits including LHT are important to GES as they reflect the 
status of ecosystem functioning. Changes in traits are useful because: (i) they are direct 
measures of the condition of the biota, (ii) they may uncover problems undetected or 
underestimated by other methods; and (iii) such criteria provide measurements of the 
progress of restoration efforts. Benthic invertebrates are used frequently as bio-
indicators of marine monitoring.   
 
A GES of LHT or BT for a benthic community is habitat specific, with a “good” 
community comprising species with a diversity of traits. Benthic communities respond to 
degradations or improvements in habitat quality in a number of ways and over a variety 
of timeframes. Several different specific sequences have been proposed for gradients of 
response to increases or reductions of pressures, focusing on changes of numbers of 
individuals, species richness and diversity, and ratios of sensitive to tolerant species.  
None have yet received general acceptance.   
Any pressure that alters species composition has the potential to change the distribution 
of biological and LH traits and so alter ecological functioning. Response in LHT and BT 
have been found to a variety of pressures causing changes in ocean chemistry (hypoxia 
and eutrophication; urban and industrial discharges; oil platform discharges; engineering 
works; dredging; fish and shellfish aquaculture; mine tailings; hydromorphological 
pressures) as well as to physical disturbances such as fishing with mobile, bottom-
contacting gears.   
 
3.2.8.2  Indicators 
 
Marine benthic monitoring programmes tend to collect basic data on species 
abundance/biomass patterns in space/time. A number of indicators can be constructed 
from such data, based on ratios of species’ abundances such as diversity and richness 
indices, opportunistic/sensitive species proportion (e.g. AMBI), and methods integrating 
several of indicators at once. For certain pressures a signal in LHT of a species may be 
observed before the abundance changes. To support the Water Framework Directive 
(ref), there is an extensive literature in the interpretation of the good status (Rosenberg 
et al., 2004; Muxika et al., 2007; Borja and Dauer, 2008; Borja et al., 2009b), including 
intercalibraiton in coastal waters (Borja et al., 2007, 2009a, Pinto et al. 2009). Some of 
the indicators (AMBI, M-AMBI) have been widely (e.g. Cai et al., 2003; Muniz et al., 
2005; Afli et al., 2008; Bigot et al., 2008; Borja et al., 2008; Callier et al., 2008; Josefson 
et al., 2008; Bakalem et al., 2009), but their most extensive use is in Europe.  
Multivariate statistical packages have been used on species/traits data sets and in the 
context of measuring deviations between a reference site and the monitoring site under 
the Biological Traits Approach and this has been used both to assess ecological health 
(Bremner et al., 2003a) and to set boundaries for MPAs (Frid et al., 2008). 
 

3.3. On combining indicators into an overall assessment of environmental status 
 
The TG also considered strategies for providing an overall assessment of GES.  The 
guidance in Section 3.2  might produce dozens to hundreds of separate indicators 
across the full set of attributes.  Integrating the information in all these indicators into an 
overall assessment is not straightforward.  The TG considered current practice under 
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the Water Framework Directive, for provision of fisheries advice, and in environmental 
impact assessments. Each of these examples providing some useful insights, but none 
was considered to exactly parallel the needs faced with the MSFD.  
 

The way forward must include: (a) For each region (or subregion) for which GES of the 
Seafloor must be assessed, experts should select an appropriate suite of classes of 
indicators, and more local scales, specific indicators within the classes, consistent with 
the guidance in the TG Report (ICES-JRC 2010); (b)The indicator selection should be 
used within the framework for risk-based design of monitoring and sampling regimes 
described in 3.1.2, reflecting both the spatial distribution of human pressures and the 
diversity of habitat types and disturbance regimes present in the region.     
 
At local scales GES can be evaluated with consistent sets of indicators, indicator 
weightings, benchmarks, and reference levels.  Scales at which such uniform 
approaches are meaningful can only be chosen on a case-by-case basis, using expert 
knowledge and input from decision-makers and informed stakeholders. Even at this 
scale the evaluation should not focus on some weighted combination of all indicators to 
provide a single number for the local area, particularly if the area is chosen to reflect a 
known pressure gradient.  Rather it should integrate the information in the suite of 
indicators and benchmarks into a clear, concise, and usually multi-factorial reflection of 
the status of the seafloor community within the locale or along the pressure gradient.  
 
It is neither feasible nor ecologically appropriate to specify prescriptive algorithms for 
evaluating GES of seafloor integrity at regional and large sub-regional scales. Specific 
indicators, benchmarks, and weightings are not robust enough to make best use of 
available and relevant information. What is needed for combining the information 
available on the diverse attributes of seafloor integrity is a fully specified and well-
structured process for conducting assessments of GES.  Elements of such a process are 
provided by the Assessment of Assessments Report (UNEP and IOC-UNESCO 2009). 
That report elaborates how a sound assessment process should be designed, and will 
provide the only realistic avenue for having regular evaluations of GES of benthic 
integrity on regional and large sub-regional scales. The periodic (possibly but not 
necessarily annual) assessments may adapt practice from assessment to assessment 
with regard to indicators selected, weightings and benchmarks applied, and approaches 
to integrating local scale evaluations into regional conclusions.  However full information 
will be provided to allow meaningful comparison of assessments over time or between 
areas, and for decision-makers to understand where progress is being made and where 
greater efforts are needed.  
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The MSFD presents major challenges and opportunities for the practical use of 
indicators and their underlying scientific information content in supporting a balance of 
sustainable use of marine ecosystems for economic prosperity, and conservation of 
those ecosystems.  It will require extensive use of indicators in evaluating Good 
Environmental Status.  The scientific community will be challenged to make choices of 
indicators that provide adequately comprehensive coverage of all eight attributes of 
Seafloor Integrity (and the other descriptors), allow assessments on regional scales and 
higher, and take advantage of existing monitoring programmes to the fullest extent 
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possible.  The guidance provided by TG does not propose an specific suite of 
indicators, both because no single set of indicators will meet the needs of all EU 
countries in all regional seas, and because according to the MSFD indicator selection is 
the prerogative of individual States.  However, the need for conceptual consistency in 
assessing GES throughout European seas should be served if the selection of 
indicators and the integration of their information content in assessing GES follows the 
guidance in the report of the TG on Seafloor Integrity.  The abridged summary of that 
guidance that is presented here should communicate the general sense of that 
guidance, with details available in the much longer full report.   
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